Abstract: Error Correcting Output Codes (ECOC) is a popular framework for addressing multi-class classification problems by combing multiple binary sub-problems. In each binary sub-problem, at least one class is actually a "meta-class" consisting of multiple original classes, and treated as a single class in the learning process. This strategy brings a simple and common implementation of multi-class classification, but simultaneously results in the under-exploitation of already-provided structure knowledge in individual original classes. In this paper, we present a new methodology to show that the utilization of such prior structure knowledge can further strengthen the performance of ECOCs, and the structure knowledge is formulated respectively under the cluster and manifold assumptions. Finally we validate our methodology on both toy and real benchmark datasets (UCI, face recognition and objective category), consequently validate the structure knowledge of individual original classes for ECOC-based multi-class classification.
Introduction
In real applications, we frequently encounter problems involving multi-class classification, in which observed data belong to more than two classes [1] [2] .
Examples for such applications include optical character recognition, text classification and medical analysis, etc.. There are mainly two independent lines of researches for designing multi-class classification methods. One line is "direct design", i.e., directly designing a multi-class classifier by adopting multi-class output encodings, typically including decision tree, neural network, logistic regression [3] , least-squares classifier, and multi-class SVMs [4] [5] [6] . The other line is "(indirect) decomposition or ECOC design", i.e., decomposing the original multi-class problems into multiple binary sub-problems, which can be efficiently solved by any binary classification method [7] [8] [9] , and then combining the results from all binary sub-classifiers for final classification. This strategy is simple and common, thus has brought an independent and broad area of researches. In this paper, we focus the second line.
The simplest decomposition strategy is One-Vs-All (OVA), in which each class is compared with all other ones, generating C binary sub-problems (or corresponding binary classifiers), where C is the number of classes. A new instance is then assigned to the class with the maximum classification score among all corresponding binary classifiers. Friedman [10] suggested the One-Vs-One (OVO) strategy, in which all pairs of classes are compared, resulting in C(C-1)/2 binary sub-problems, and the prediction for a new instance is implemented by voting of all corresponding binary classifiers. Dietterich et al. [11] developed the general (binary) error correcting output codes (ECOC) framework, in which each class is given a N-length error correcting output codeword with each component valued from {-1, +1}, and those codewords for individual classes have the optimal separation between each other. Arranging those codewords as rows, a C×N-size codeword matrix is constructed, whose individual columns indicate the class-set partitions for the N generated binary sub-problems respectively. For a new instance, a N-length code can be obtained from the corresponding binary classifiers, and the instance is classified to the "closest" class measured by Hamming distance between the instance code and individual class codewords. Allwein et al. [7] extended the ECOC framework and developed ternary ECOC, in which each component in the codeword matrix is allowed to take values from {-1, +1, 0}, and the zero-value indicates that the corresponding class is not considered in the current binary sub-problem. The prediction of any new instance adopts a loss-based function instead of the original Hamming distance. It is ternary ECOC that covers OVA, OVO and ECOC in a unified framework.
Later, new improvements have been developed for ECOC and focus on both the designs of its encoding (w.r.t. the construction of codeword matrix) [2, [8] [9] and decoding (w.r.t. the prediction of new instances) [12] [13] [14] strategies. For the encoding strategy, many researchers attempted to adapt the encoding process to the learning problem at hand, or more specifically, utilized the prior knowledge of the current learning problem to develop problem-dependent codeword matrices [8, 15] . For example, Pujol et al. [8] sacrificed the optimal codeword separation in favor of class discrimination in the class-set partitions. Escalera et al. [9] modeled complex classification problems by splitting the complex classes into several subclasses. Pujol et al. [2] extended any initial codeword matrix by adding new binary classifiers that focus on the difficult-to-split classes. Orthogonal to the work over the encoding process, other researchers concentrated more on the decoding process. Hastie et al.
[12] adopted the Bradley-Terry (BT) model to develop a new decoding method, which integrates the results of the binary classifiers in OVO into a single estimate of class membership probabilities. Later, Zadrozny et al. [13] extended such a decoding method to any ternary coding scheme. Luo et al. [16] weighted the output space of each base classifier so that the distance function of decoding is adapted. While Takashi et al. [14] considered the inconsistency between the encoding and decoding processes in ternary ECOC approaches, and developed ternary AdaBoost and ternary BT model-based decoding method to make them consistent with each other.
Although those ECOC approaches work well in multi-class classification, there is still prior knowledge under-exploited in their implementations. Specifically, for binary ECOC approaches, in each binary sub-problem, at least one class is actually a "meta-class" consisting of several original classes, and for ternary ECOC approaches except OVO, such a "meta-class" exists in at least one sub-problem. In the learning process, each "meta-class" will be treated as a single class, which brings a simple and common implementation of multi-class classification, but simultaneously results in the under-exploitation of already-provided structure knowledge in individual original classes. It is well-known that for any learning method, its generalization depends on both the representation of data and exploitation of prior knowledge for the current learning problem [17] , as a result, for better generalization performance, we should explore as much prior knowledge as possible, let alone the knowledge provided already. In this paper, we present a methodology to show that utilizing such prior structure knowledge in implementing ECOCs can further strengthen the multi-class classification performance. The structure knowledge here is formulated respectively under assumptions that data distribution follows the cluster and manifold structures, corresponding to incorporating manners similar to those in structural regularized SVM (SRSVM) [18] and Laplacian SVM (LapSVM) [19] respectively. Finally, we validate our methodology by comparison with the baselines on both toy and real benchmark datasets (UCI, face recognition and objective category), consequently validate the structure knowledge of individual original classes for ECOC-based multi-class classification. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows, Point out the common under-exploitation of already-provided structure knowledge in the implementation of the off-the-shelf ECOCs (except OVO).
Provide a general methodology for incorporating such structure knowledge into the implementation of ECOCs, which can be applied to any ECOC, as well as their improvements.
Develop a more effective multi-class classifier than its original design, which is exactly consistent with the theory that the generalization of any learning method depends on both the representation of data and exploitation of prior knowledge [17] , consequently validate the prior structure of individual original classes for ECOC-based multi-class classification.
In this paper, our aim is to utilize the already-provided structure knowledge in individual original classes, respectively under the cluster and manifold assumptions, to show that it is helpful for ECOC-based multi-class classification. Of course, other formulations for the structure knowledge, or other prior knowledge in individual original classes can also be exploited for boosting the multi-class classification performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, section 2 introduces the ECOC framework for multi-class classification. Section 3 presents the proposed methodology. Section 4 shows the comparison experiments. Section 5 draws some conclusions.
Error Correcting Output Codes
Error Correcting Output Codes [11] is a general framework for solving multi-class classification problems by combining multiple binary classifiers. The main idea is to assign the given classes a set of corresponding error correcting output codewords with the optimal separation between each other. The components of those codewords are valued from {-1, +1}. Then a codeword matrix M {-1, +1}
C×N can be constructed with individual rows corresponding to the codewords for the C classes respectively, and individual columns indicating the class-set partitions for the N generated binary sub-problems (or corresponding binary classifiers) respectively. After applying the N binary classifiers, a N-length code is generated for each new instance, and the instance is assigned to the "closest" class according to the Hamming distance between the instance code and codewords of individual classes. The framework was then extended by allowing the components of M to take values from {-1, +1, 0} [7] , in which the zero-value indicates that the corresponding class is not considered in the current binary sub-problem. where f j (x) denotes the classification score for instance x by the jth binary classifier.
Methodology
In this section, we present the methodology for utilizing the structure knowledge of individual original classes in the implementation of ECOCs, assuming that data distribution respectively obeys the cluster and manifold structures. In what follows, we first formulate the structure knowledge, and then present our proposed methodology in separated sub-sections.
Prior knowledge
In each binary sub-problem of ECOCs, each class is actually a "meta-class" consisting of multiple original classes, and treated as a single class. This strategy brings a simple strategy for applying any binary classification method to multi-class problems, but simultaneously leaves the prior structure knowledge of individual original classes under-exploited, which would also be helpful for multi-class classification. In this paper, we aim to verify that such prior knowledge is helpful for ECOC-based multi-class classification.
For formulating the structure knowledge, some assumption for data distribution should be adopted. There are mainly two such assumptions in literature, i.e., the cluster and manifold assumptions [18, 22] . The cluster (structure) assumption assumes that data are distributed within several clusters, and instances in the same cluster should share similar classification outputs. Here we adopt the class granularity 1 , i.e., view each original class as a single cluster, and formulate the structure knowledge for the kth (original) class under the cluster assumption as
where k denotes the set of instances belonging to the kth class, k denotes the number of instances in k . k u and k V denote the instance mean and covariance matrix of the kth class respectively [18] . From the cluster assumption, one should minimize (3) to guarantee that instances in the same class with a cluster structure should be as similar as possible in the output space, which is equivalent to minimizing the within-class compactness 2 under the cluster assumption.
The manifold (structure) assumption assumes that data are distributed on some low dimensional manifold, which can be captured by a Laplacian graph with its nodes representing instances and edge weights representing similarities between instances.
Similar instances should share similar classification outputs according to the graph Laplacian. For the kth (original) class, the structure knowledge under the manifold assumption can be formulated as
where X k denotes the data matrix for the kth class. where is a weight parameter [19] . From the manifold assumption, one should minimize (5) to guarantee that instances in the same class with a manifold structure should be as similar as possible in the output space, which is equivalent to minimizing the within-class compactness of individual original classes under the manifold assumption.
In what follows, we will present the methodology for incorporating such structure knowledge into ECOCs, assuming that data distribution respectively follows the cluster and manifold structures in separated sub-sections.
Structure-exploited ECOC with cluster assumption
Given dataset through utilizing the structure knowledge under the cluster assumption, the new optimization problem for the jth binary classifier can be formulated as
where
V is the covariance matrix for the kth original class involved in the jth binary classifier, and s is the regularization parameter regulating the relative importance of the structure incorporated.
When adopting the hinge loss as in SVM, (6) can be re-formulated as 
Further, by adopting the standard method of Lagrange multipliers, the dual problem of (7) can be formulated as 
Finally those obtained classification scores by individual binary sub-classifiers are combined for the prediction of x.
However, when instances are linearly non-separable in the input space, the linear classifiers would provide poor performance [23] . In those cases, kernelization provides an alternative solution by projecting those instances from the input space to a higher (or even infinite) dimension kernel space, in which instances are more likely to be linearly separable [24] . In what follows, we will provide the kernelized version for the new method. Suppose a nonlinear (implicit) kernel mapping : (10) 
where n 0 and n 1 denote the n-dimensional all-zero and all-one vectors respectively, j denotes the vector of Lagrange multipliers, and M yj denotes the label vector for given instances in the jth binary sub-problem. , (11) to (12) can be found in appendix A.
Structure-exploited ECOC with manifold assumption
With a linear decision function f(x)=w T x+b, through utilizing the structure knowledge under the manifold assumption, the new optimization problem for the jth binary classifier can be formulated as (13) 
where j X denotes data matrix for the jth binary sub-problem in the kernel space. (16) can be further formulated as
and the detailed derivation can be seen in appendix B.
Clearly, the presented methodology can be applied to any ECOC approaches including OVO (in that case, one actually considers the individual structure of the two classes in each binary sub-problem). Moreover, other loss functions can also be adopted in this methodology.
Experiments
In this section, we validate the proposed methodology over both toy and real benchmark datasets. Through adopting the hinge loss function, we actually adopt SVM as the base binary classifier, which is among the most powerful and commonly-used binary classification methods, and we resort to the LIBSVM [25] toolbox for its learning. For the base ECOC approaches, we adopt OVA using the maximum-classification-score strategy for testing new instances [1] , and ternary DECOC using Hamming distance for testing new instances [8] . We resort to the In what follows, we will present experiments on toy and real datasets respectively in separate sub-sections.
Toy problem
In this sub-section, we evaluate the new methods by illustrations over two toy datasets respectively following the cluster and manifold distribution structures.
Cluster-structured toy dataset
For illustrating CS_OSVM and CS_DSVM (under the cluster assumption), we adopt a two-dimensional five-class toy dataset, in which each class follows a Guassian distribution. Each class has 40 instances, half of which are selected for training and the rest for testing, the attributes of this dataset is described in Table 1 .
The training and testing performances of those compared classifiers are respectively shown in Table 2 , in which the bold value indicates the best performance among the three compared classifiers (OVA_SVM, CS_OSVM and MS_OSVM; DECOC_SVM, CS_DSVM and MS_DSVM). From Table 2 , we can observe that both CS_OSVM and MS_OSVM perform better than OVA_SVM, and similarly, both CS_DSVM and MS_DSVM perform better than DECOC-SVM on both training and testing datasets. At the same time, CS_OSVM and CS_DSVM perform better than MS_OSVM and MS_DSVM respectively. As a result, the utilization of already-provided structure knowledge in individual original classes can help improve the classification performance. Moreover, when real data distribution follows the cluster structure, methods utilizing structure knowledge under the cluster assumption will lead to better performance than those under the manifold assumption. The superiority of CS_OSVM and CS_DSVM here can also be observed in Fig. 1 
Manifold-structured toy dataset
For illustrating MS_OSVM and MS_DSVM (under the manifold assumption), we adopt a two-dimensional toy dataset consisting of three concentric-circles, one circle each class. Each class has 200 instances, a half for training and the rest for testing.
The training and testing performances of individual classifiers are shown in Table 3 , in which the bold value indicates the best performance among the three compared classifiers (OVA_SVM, CS_OSVM and MS_OSVM; DECOC_SVM, CS_DSVM and MS_DSVM). From Table 3 , we can observe that both CS_OSVM and MS_OSVM perform better than OVA_SVM, and similarly, both CS_DSVM and MS_DSVM perform better than DECOC-SVM on both training and testing datasets. Moreover, MS_OSVM and MS_DSVM respectively perform better than CS_OSVM and CS_DSVM. As a result, the already-provided structure knowledge in individual original classes is helpful for ECOC-based multi-class classification. At the same time, when real data distribution obeys the manifold assumption, methods utilizing structure knowledge under the manifold assumption will lead to better performance than those under the cluster assumption. The superiority of MS_OSVM and MS_DSVM here can also be observed in Fig. 2 
Real problems
Those methods are further compared over both UCI and image recognition datasets, and the corresponding results are respectively provided in separated sub-sections.
UCI datasets
The attributes of the 12 multi-class UCI datasets are shown in Table 4 , and the comparison results using the linear and RBF kernels are reported in Tables 5 and 6 respectively. In both Tables 5 and 6 , the bold value in each row indicates that CS_OSVM/MS_OSVM performs better than OVA_SVM, or CS_DSVM/MS_DSVM performs better than DECOC_SVM, the value further marked by "*" indicates that the better classifier achieves significant improvement by t-test (with the confidence interval at 95%), and the underlined value indicates the best performance among the three compared methods (OVA_SVM, CS_OSVM and MS_OSVM; DECOC_SVM, CS_DSVM and MS_DSVM). Table 4 The attributes of the 12 multi-class UCI datasets   Dataset  #class #instance #feature  Dataset  #class #instance #feature   balance  3  625  4  segmentation  7  2310  19  cmc  3  1473  9  tae  3  151  5  dermatology  6  366  33  vehicle  4  846  18  ecoli  8  336  8  vowel  11  990  10  glass  7  214  10  wine  3  178  13  iris  3  150  4  yeast  10  1484  8   Table 5 The comparison results on multi-class UCI datasets using the linear kernel Table 6 The comparison results on multi-class UCI datasets using the RBF kernel From both Tables 5 and 6 , we can make several observations as follows, When linear kernel is adopted, both CS_OSVM and MS_OSVM perform better than OVA_SVM, and similarly, both CS_DSVM and MS_DSVM perform better than DECOC-SVM. More specifically, CS_OSVM performs better than OVA_SVM on 10 out of the 12 datasets, achieves significant improvements on 5 ones, and performs comparably on the other 2 datasets. MS_OSVM achieves better performances than OVA_SVM on 11 datasets, significant improvements on 4 ones, and comparable performances on the other one dataset. At the same time,
CS_DSVM performs better than DECOC_SVM on 10 datasets, achieves significant improvements on 5 ones, and performs comparably on the other 2 datasets. MS_DSVM also achieves better performances on 10 datasets, significant improvements on 6 ones, and comparable performances on the other 2 dataset. As a result, incorporating the structure knowledge of individual original classes can improve the performances of ECOCs over most datasets when linear kernel is adopted.
When RBF kernel is adopted, both CS_OSVM and MS_OSVM perform better than OVA_SVM, and similarly, both CS_DSVM and MS_DSVM perform better than DECOC-SVM. More specifically, CS_OSVM performs better than OVA_SVM on 11 datasets, achieves significant improvements on 4 ones, and performs comparably on the other one datasets. MS_OSVM achieves better performances than OVA_SVM on 10 datasets, significant improvements on 4 ones, and comparable performances on the other 2 dataset. At the same time, CS_DSVM performs better than DECOC_SVM on 10 datasets, achieves significant improvements on 3 ones, and performs comparably on the other 2 datasets. MS_DSVM also achieves better performances on 11 datasets, significant improvements on 4 ones, and comparable performances on the other one dataset. As a result, incorporating the structure knowledge of individual original classes can improve the performances of ECOCs over most datasets when RBF kernel is adopted.
CS_OSVM and CS_DSVM respectively perform comparably with MS_OSVM and MS_DSVM with both linear and RBF kernels. More specifically, when linear kernel is adopted, CS_OSVM performs the best among the three compared methods over 6 datasets, MS_OSVM performs the best over 5 datasets. At the same time, CS_DSVM achieves the best performances among the three compared methods over 6 datasets, MS_DSVM performs the best over 6 datasets. When RBF kernel is adopted, CS_OSVM performs the best over 6 datasets, MS_OSVM performs the best over 6 datasets. At the same time, CS_DSVM performs the best over 6 datasets, MS_DSVM performs the best over 6 datasets. As a result, both cluster and manifold assumption are reasonable in real datasets. When data distribution is closer to cluster structures, methods incorporating structure knowledge with cluster assumption would bring better performance, otherwise, when data distribution is closer to manifold structures, methods incorporating structure knowledge with manifold assumption would perform better. However, selecting a suitable assumption actually depends on more prior knowledge about real data distribution.
In both tables, the performances of OVA are comparable with those of DECOC on most datasets adopted, which is consistent with the conclusion that when binary classifiers are well-tuned regularized classifiers such as SVM, a simple OVA scheme is as accurate as any other approaches [1, 26] .
Image recognition
Image recognition is a popular classification task in pattern recognition. In this sub-section, we use two image recognition datasets, i.e., COIL-20 [27] and Yale [28] , corresponding to objective and face recognition respectively, to validate our proposed methods.
COIL-20 is a database containing gray-scale images of 20 objects, as shown in Fig. 3 [29] . The objects were placed on a motorized turntable against a black background.
The turntable was rotated through 360 degrees to vary the object pose with respect to a fixed camera. Images of the objects were taken at pose intervals of 5 degrees, which corresponds to 72 images per object. In our experiments, we resize each image to 32 32 pixels. For each object, we randomly select 10 images for training, and the rest for testing. The process along with the corresponding classifier learning is repeated 20 times, and the average performances are reported in Fig. 5 . structure, on which the neighboring samples are small transformations of one another [31] . At the same time, as shown in Fig. 6 , CS_OSVM/CS_DSVM yields better performances than MS_OSVM/MS-DSVM, implying that the Yale dataset is more likely prone to the cluster structure than the manifold structure.
Conclusion
In the off-the-shelf ECOC approaches, each class in the binary sub-problems could be a "meta-class" containing several original-classes, and treated as a single class in the implementation, naturally resulting in the under-exploitation of prior structure knowledge in individual original-classes. In this paper, we develop a methodology for utilizing such structure knowledge so as to show that it is helpful for ECOC-based multi-class classification. We formulate the structure knowledge respectively under the cluster and manifold assumptions, corresponding to incorporating manners similar to those in SRSVM and LapSVM respectively. Finally, we validate our methodology, and consequently the structure knowledge by encouraging results on both toy and real benchmark datasets. Of course, other formulations of structure knowledge or incorporating manners can also be adopted, as well as other forms of prior knowledge in individual original classes. At the same time, we adopt the class granularity in utilizing structure knowledge with the cluster assumption, while more delicate granularity, such as cluster-granularity 3 , can be used as well to further exploit the underlying sub-structures of clusters within each original class. 
X
we have 
By substituting (22) into the objective function of (11), we have the formulation of (12) .
